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Spoken English Assessment Questionnaire 

1) Name :     Age: 

 

2) Organization you work with:     Job Title / Business:  

 

3) What is the motive behind signing up for Spoken English Classes? 

 

 

4) What defines you? 

 

5) Tell me how many total types of tenses are there in any language? 

 

 

Which out of the following option is “Third Person Singular Subject” (Please highlight with 

red colour) 

A) I           b) They         c) We     d) He 

 

Circle the correct option from following for “6th suffix of 2nd person singular subject”. 

i) Your       ii) To you      iii) To them     iv) To us. 

 

Complete the following with suitable Articles (A, An, The, X (No article)) 

a) I bought __ ___pair of shoes. 
b) They are staying at _ _the  _ _ hotel. 
c) Look at _ __ _ man over there is unfriendly. 
d) I do not like ___ _____ basketball. 
e) That is __ __ _ girl I told you about. 
f) ___ ____ night is quiet. Let us take ______ walk! 
g) _____ ___ price of gas keeps rising. 
h)  John travelled to __ _Mexico. 
i)  Juan is _ _ Spanish. 
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j)  I read __ ___ amazing story. 
k)  My brother does not eat __ chicken. 
l)    __ ___ Love is such __ ____ beautiful thing. 
m)   I live in ___ __ apartment. _____ apartment is new. 
n)   I was in _____ Japanese restaurant. ___ ___ Restaurant served good food. 
o)   Sara can play ___ ___ guitar. 

 

Fill in blank with by choosing suitable word from the bracket. 

1) The birds ___ _ in the nest. (live, lives) 

2) She gave me __ ______rupees.(thousand, thousands) 

3) Those girls ___ ____my sisters (were, are) 

 

Convert the following positive sentences into negative ones without changing the       

original meaning of the sentence. 

a) The two sisters love each other. 

b) The dog and cat are friends of each other.  

c)  She is very smart. -  

 

Choose from the following option 

    _ ____ asking housekeeping to bring me a shower cap? 

 Could you please 

 Would you please 

 Would you mind 

 

Choose from the following option 

     __ _______ I had money I wouldn’t buy it. It is so expensive. 

 Even Though 

 Even if 

 Even so 

 

Choose from following options in bracket 

a)  _ ______ the world will run out of fossil fuels. (Eventually, Gradually) 

b) Alex would ____ _____accept the baby as his (Eventually, Gradually) 

c) He won’t buy you anything __ ___ you ask him to. (until, unless) 
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Complete the following Sentence with proper option  

Though the thief __ ___ the evidence in the woods, it was __ ____ by the police, who 

were able to link the evidence to the criminal. 

           a. disguised … removed  

b. hid … camouflaged  

     c. buried … excavated  

     d. concealed … harmed  

     e. exposed … sheltered 

 

Fill in the spaces with the correct form of the verb in parentheses in simple past tense or 

past progressive tense.   

     Last week, as Sheela (walk) ____in her neighborhood, a puppy suddenly (appear) ___ 

____and (run) __ _between her legs! This (be) __be__ ___ a surprise, and she (laugh) __ 

__________ out loud. Sheela likes dogs a lot, so she (stop) _____ to pet the puppy.  It was 

very playful. While she (try) _ __to pet him, it (nip) ___ _her fingers. 

Directions: Read the passage below. Then answer questions about errors in the 

passage.  

The 1) hole department meets every Thursday afternoon for two hours. 2) There is  

twelve people in our department. All the people in our department 3) hard workers.  

Everyone comes in early and 4) leaves late. We are all overworked. Nobody ever  

complains about the amount of work 5) there is do. But nobody works 6) hard good  

enough to please Constance. That’s our boss. 7) Anybody has ever seen her smile.  

Nobody has ever heard her say anything 8) complimentry to anyone. When Constance  

enters the room, everybody stops talking.   

 

1)   

A. department hole  

B. entire department 

C. total department  

D. great department   

 

 

2)   

A. There is twelve people  

B. They’re is twelve people  

C. Their are twelve people  

D. There are twelve people  

E. They’re are twelve people  

F. Correct as is  
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3)   

A. are hard workers.  

B. do the hard work.  

C. hard works.  

D. are working hard.  

E. Correct as is  

 

4) 

A. leave  

B. is leaving  

C. are leaving  

D. Correct as is 

 

5) 

A. they is to do  

B. they have to do  

C. their is to do  

D. they are have to do  

E. Both A and B are correct.  

F. Both B and C are correct.  

 

6) 

A. good hard enough  

B. good enough  

C. enough hard  

D. hard enough  

 

7) 

A. Not anybody has ever seen  

B. Nobody has ever seen  

C. Aint nobody ever seen  

D. Everyone has never seen  

 

8) 

A. complimentary  

B. conplimentary  

C. complamentry  

D. complementary  

E. Correct as is

 

Choose the right preposition from (in, on, in front of, behind, at, since, past, by, for) 

1. _____ the picture, I can see a family _____ a kitchen. 
2. There is a dish full of fruits ______ the worktop. 
3. The mother is standing _______ her son and daughter. 
4. She is holding a vase _____ her hand. 
5. The son and the daughter are sitting ______ the worktop smiling _____ each 

other. 
6. There are beautiful cupboards ______ the wall. 
7. There is a window _______ the mother. 
8. The woman is looking _______ her daughter. 

9. I haven't been to the countryside _____ December. 
10. What time are you leaving? I am leaving  _______ the afternoon. May 

be  _______ three o'clock pm. I am coming back  _______  Sunday evening. I'll catch 
the half  _______ seven train  _______  Sunday. I'll be here  _______  nine o'clock. 

11. So you'll be there  _______  the whole weekend. I'll be missing you! 
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Mark the correct option of business English words with RED mark. 
 
1. You think your company's new advertising campaign is unlikely to succeed. How could 
you describe it? 
It's a tough break. It's a long shot. It's a piece of cake. 
 
2. Which expression means only one side can win? 
It's a safe bet. It's an uphill battle. It's a zero-sum game. 
 
3. Your colleague found a job very soon after losing her previous job. She had: 
a lucky break a tough break a slow break 
 
4. You feel the project is going to be very easy to complete. You could describe it as: 
a piece of chocolate a piece of pie a piece of cake 
 
5. Some new businesses have a difficult time getting enough customers and making enough 
money. The experience can feel like: 
a win-win situation an uphill battle a safe bet 
 
6. Your law firm lost a multi-million dollar contract. That was: 
a tough break a piece of cake a win-win situation 
 
7. If an idea has a high chance of success, you could describe it as: 
a safe bet a same bet a sale bet 
 
8. A business deal in which both sides are happy could be described as: 
a zero-sum game an uphill battle a win-win situation 
 
9. Only one company is going to win the contract. It's  ____________. 
a zero-sum game a long shot a win-win situation 
 

 
Highlight the meaning of Business English phrases with red colour. 
 
1. When something is "old-fashioned", it means: 
 it's bad   
 it has an older style 

 it doesn't work anymore 
 it happened recently 

  
2. When something is "outdated", it means: 
 it is bad 
 it is old-fashioned 

 it is no longer that useful 
 it is broken 
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3. Mark: "Gramophones are __________ because they have been replaced by new audio 
technology." 
 obsolete 
 bad 

 old-fashioned 
 nowadays 

 
4. ___________, we have medical technology that helps extend the human lifespan. 
 A week from now 
 Of late 

 Lately 
 Nowadays 

 
5. I haven't been going out much ___________ because I've been too busy with work. 
 now 
 a week from now 

 lately 
 outdated 

 
6. Let's make a plan to meet ___________, after you've had a chance to read the reports. 
 old-fashioned 
 lately 

 nowadays 
 the week after next 

 
7. __________ will be too late. The deadline is this Friday. 
 Next Monday 
 Nowadays 

 Latest 
 Obsolete 

 
8. This magazine gives you the ____________ celebrity gossip. 
 of late 
 obsolete 

 latest 
 these days 

 
9. Frank? I haven't seen him __________. With his wedding, honeymoon, and return to 
work, he's been too busy to hang out. 
 late 
 latest 

 this Friday 
 of late 

 
10. "The screening is scheduled for this Tuesday." 
What period of time does this refer to? 
 the past 
 the present 

 the future 
 right now 

 


